
Terms and conditions 
 
- The person who signs the rental contract must be 18 years of age or older and is  
  responsible for all the bicycles and any equipment rented in their name. 
 
- Pick up and drop off of bikes is made at the Centro Ciclismo Andalucía,  
  Barr. Estación de las Mellizas 14, Álora 
 
- Cash payment is to be made at the time of renting. 
 
- Refunds are not given if bikes are returned earlier than the contracted time. 
 
- In case of puncture or any other type of break-down, clients themselves are obliged to  
  return the bike to Centro Ciclismo Andalucía, although we will try to help whenever  
  possible. 
 
- The bikes are delivered in perfect state of maintenance and are not insured. The tenant is   
   liable for theft or damage caused by tenants or third parties.  
   In case of damage or theft, the client is to be held liable for the resulting costs.  
   We recommend that you contract a travel insurance when you rent a bicycle or book a 
   cycling holiday with us in case you have to cancel or in case the rental bike  
   becomes damaged or lost (theft). Not all insurance policies include this option, therefore  
   it's best to ask; it might be possible to pay some extra for adequate insurance coverage. 
 
- Centro Ciclismo Andalucía rejects liability for personal injury, death, damage to property    
  (bikes and tools) or other loss whether arising from accident, cancellations, delay or any  
  other matter beyond their control. Participants should insure themselves against all such  
  possibilities and are required to sign the bicycle rental agreement upon arrival, prior to bike  
  hire or commencing a bike tour which does discharge Centro Ciclismo Andalucía for these  
  liabilities. 
  
- In case a bicycle has been stolen, we will charge you € 750,00 for the replacement. 
  
- It is the responsibility of clients and their party to follow Spanish traffic regulations. 
 
- At the moment of renting the bike, a security deposit of 100 € for mountain bikes and road  
  bikes  and a copy of a valid identification document (driving license, etc.) are required. 
  The deposit will be returned once the bike and equipment have been returned and are  
  without damage. 
 
- If  a technician has to come on site to perform a repair due to damage caused by your  
  fault, we will charge you for the costs we have to travel from CCA to the place where the  
  bicycle is at that time, plus the costs of repair. 
 
- By signing this contract the client affirms that the bicycle has been rented in an adequate  
  state, adjusted for their use and the client accepts all the terms and conditions of the  
  bicycle rental agreement. 


